Tudor
Delight
by Blythe Thimsen
photos by Alan Bisson
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T

ucked in their beautiful castle-like
home overlooking Lake Coeur d’Alene,
homeowners Spencer and Gail laugh and
tease as though they’ve known each other
forever. In reality, they didn’t meet until
they were in college at the University of Washington,
although their paths may have crossed when
they were younger. After they were married, they
discovered they had both been in Okinawa at the
same time in 1962, when Spencer’s dad was in the Air
Force, and Gail’s dad was in the Navy. They had to
wait years to meet, and when they did, they married
and continued the military tradition, with Spencer
joining the Air Force.
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The innovators of comfort™

Receive
$200 off *
a Stressless
recliner when you
donate $50 to
charity.
®

November 26 January 17

You can make everyone
a lot more comfortable
this holiday season.

* See your sales associate for complete details.

Comfort is...giving a gift that will last.
For a limited time, when you donate $50 to charity you will receive $200 OFF the
purchase price of a Stressless® recliner. Stressless® living is the perfect combina-

The placement of the house on the lot allows for views of nearly the entire exterior as you drive up the long curving driveway.

T

ogether they traveled the
world with the military. They
lived all over, including in Utah,
Alaska, Texas, Illinois, Washington DC,
and a stint at Fairchild AFB, outside of
Spokane. Of all the places they lived,
though, perhaps none had as much
impact on them as England. It was while
there, that they visited as many English
castles as possible and developed a
passion for Tudor style. “Our kids got to
the point where they’d say ‘not another
castle!’” says Gail of the many trips
they took to different castles peppered
around England.
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England was also the place Gail began
collecting antique furniture that fit the
Tudor style. “She really wanted to build
this house around the furniture,” says
Spencer. “When we were in England,
our friends would buy a hodge-podge
of antiques, but she bought a room. She
knew what furniture she’d put in each
room before these walls were even
up.” The collection grew from one
piece to an entire household’s worth of
furnishings.
When Spencer and Gail returned
to the States, the furniture made the
journey with them. Eventually, Spencer
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went into the reserves, and they ended
up settling in Iowa, near his mother. “It
was a good place to raise the kids, but I
didn’t want to be buried in a cornfield,”
says Spencer. “I wanted to be where the
mountains and trees were.”
They knew mountains, trees and
lakes could be found in this part of the
country, because they had both lived
for a while in the Northwest. Spencer’s
father had finished out his career at
Fairchild AFB, and Spencer graduated
from Medical Lake High School. Gail’s
family had moved to Seattle after her
father retired. So when it came time to

tion of comfort, function and style. Our patented Plus™ system provides you with
pick a place with mountains and trees,
where better than Coeur d’Alene? That
is where they settled. “Every time I
come back, I am so happy to be here,”
says Spencer of life in the Northwest.
“When we were in Iowa, I spent about
$10,000 to $15,000 a year getting out of
Iowa. Now, I don’t want to go anywhere.
We have it all here!”
They spent the year before they
moved to Idaho working on the plans,
and buying their property. Originally,
they dabbled with the idea of buying
in Black Rock, but they found a piece
of property near the city that had

optimum head and lumbar support in any position, while the Glide system keeps
your body in perfect balance. Give yourself the ultimate gift of comfort and see why
charity begins at home. www.ekornes.com

Stressless® is proudly endorsed by the American Chiropractic Association.

1727 E Sprague Spokane WA 509.535.4121

Mon-Sat 10-6pm, Sun 11-4pm corner of Sprague and Pittsburg

tinrooffurniture.com
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Spencer’s grandmother’s original couch is displayed in the living room, while the barley twist table and chair dining set was found in England.

stunning views of the lake and of Coeur
d’Alene Resort, and they knew it was the
spot for them.
In 2005, Spencer and Gail decided
to make the move, uprooting from
their lives in Iowa and moving to North
Idaho. At first they settled into a home
in Post Falls, from which they could
base themselves while looking for
property and building their home.
“We looked at about a thousand
of them,” says Spencer of home plan
magazines with a variety of floor plans.
Through their research they started a
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file, tearing out pages with ideas they
liked, building a vision for what they
wanted their home to include. With
their vision in mind, they took their
ideas to an architect to create plans. “All
of the details of the building I needed
them to tell us,” says Gail, who was
able to give an idea of what she wanted,
but needed to get the nuts and bolts –
literally – planned out by an architect.
Their architect brought in five
builders for Spencer and Gail to consider
for the job. Gail was sent to Black Rock
to look at some of the finishes on the
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houses there. While she was there she
met Randy Campbell of Campbell &
Campbell. “I was standing there, and
the next thing you know, this bear of
a man came up and said ‘May I help
you?’” says Gail. It was Campbell. He
took her over to a house he thought
she would like, and knocked on the
door. It was very early in the morning,
and when the door opened, a woman
in her bathrobe greeted them. “The
homeowner opened the door in her
bathrobe, threw her arms out and said
‘Randy!’ I was thinking this guy must be

good,” says Gail. When she and Spencer
were introduced to the five builders,
Campbell was one of them, and Spencer
like him. That, paired with Gail’s earlier
introduction to him, sealed the deal.
They selected Campbell to build their
home.
Once the property was purchased and
the builder was selected, it was time to
tweak the plans to fit the site. “When we
came in, it didn’t work,” says Campbell
of the plan’s original placement on the
lot. All of the excavation had been done,
and when Campbell came to rough out
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The wine room in the lower level of the home has a true castle feel with the use of thick wood beams and stone walls.

the footings of the house, he realized
the plans needed to be adjusted 26 feet.
If they hadn’t been, the view out of the
kitchen window wood have looked at a
winding road, rather than the beautiful
lake. “When someone does it on paper,
it doesn’t always work,” says Campbell,
who knows that they key is being wiling
to make adjustments throughout the
home in order to build the home the
owners really want.
“When you walk into the house you
should feel something and have some
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kind of emotion,” he says. “This is a
custom luxury home; it should make
a statement. The key is to capture the
homeowners’ vision, not yours.”
“I’ve always gravitated toward Tudor,
and I wanted it to look like it has been
here for 400 years,” says Gail of her
vision for the house. “The exterior had
to look like a castle.” Her desire for
a specific look even carried over into
the details, like the grout in the tile
and the color of the stain on the walls.
While many of the contractors tried to
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convince her to go for a reddish stain on
the walls, she was adamant about the
color for which she was striving. While
visiting the house in which Shakespeare
was born, Gail was captivated by the
walls. Though back then the color was
achieved by mud, manure and straw,
Gail had the luxury of working with
paint shades to achieve her perfect
muted color that is showcased in the
house today.
Entering the house is done through
double doors that open into an angled

entry hallway with travertine floors.
Gail looked through hundreds of door
samples, trying to find the right one for
the entrance to the home, but she came
up empty, so she took matters in to her
own hands, sketching out a design for
the door. “I wanted a grand entrance,”
she says. “I wanted glass, and to be able
to look out the door. I think it turned out
pretty good.”
Views of two fireplaces are visible
from the entryway; one in the living
room and one in the great room. Dark,
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A large arched window in the living
room provides views of the pinecovered hillside and offsets the dark
wood in the room. The oak mantle was
designed to be built within the lines of
the beams, but Gail wanted it extended
to fit the picture of English hunting
dogs, which hangs on the wall, meaning
it is an impressive and eye-catching
wood accent.
The dining area is located on the
other side of the massive room, sharing
space with the living room. The table

on
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constant clutter?
t paper overwhelm?
t not enough time?

Sinking into this jetted marble-topped tub and taking in the views may be the perfect way to end a day.

your personal organizing service
We can help. Give us a call!

509.710.9853

www.reclaimedspaces.com

The Miracle Skylight.
Prices are for shake or shingle
roofs. Other roof types $50.00
additional charge. Lighted/
vented units available.
Up to 4ft of Attic Space
Longer Length Available

10" Size
Brightens 100 sf

Installed

$499

The cavernous master suite with its grand picture window is warmed by dark wood beams and a cozy fireplace.

do it yourself

Add a Sunroom
in Less Than
2 Hours With
SolaTube

$325

14" Size
Brightens 200 sf

Installed

$649
do it yourself

$435

Seeger Company
509.993.3983
704 N Superior #C • Spokane WA 99202
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thick wood beams from Northwest trees
support the ceiling as well as frame
each doorway. “The only thing I told
them was I want them almost black.
Not black, but almost black,” says Gail
describing the beams. She was thinking
of the natural darkening of beams in a
castle from candles, dirt and wear and
tear over the years.
A wide arched doorway leads to the
living room, where wide plank, hand
scraped wood floors are mirrored by
four wood beams that crawl up the
steep ceiling, meeting high in the air.
“The one thing about a 400 year old
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floor, is that its used and polished to a
sheen. I knew the wood in this house
would have to be done by someone who
is used to working with big beams,” says
Gail.
The living room ceiling rises twentyfive feet. Most homes nowadays are
built with 10-foot ceilings, but all the
rooms on the main floor in this house
have at least 11-foot ceilings. “One of
the big mistakes you can make in a
house like this is putting in eight or
nine foot ceilings; it can make it look
like a cave,” says Neil Leornard, who
was the project manager on this house.

Luxury meets function is this spacious and elegant
shower. Gail installed the shower wand shown
above, so she could easily wash off the family dogs.

in the dining room was selected with
Spencer’s specific input. “Spencer told
the antique dealer the first person to
find him a table he could stand on,
he’d buy it,” says Gail. The table that
was found, a six-seat barley twist table
and chair set, is sturdy, with a fourinch top and five legs – one in each
corner and one for support in the very
middle of the heavy table. They built
an extra trumpet and caster on the
table so it was high enough for legs to fit
SPOKANE CDA LIVING / December 2010
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The queens of the castle, Tequilla Shake Your Bon Bon (aka Bonnie) and Timbers Iron Kaliedoscope
(aka Kylie), greet guests at the door.

underneath when people sat down. The
chairs have two designs on them; either
a rose or crown is carved into the design
of the chair.
Double doors with the same etched
glass found on the front doors open
from the dining room into the great
room – made up of the kitchen and
family room, connected by a central
stone fireplace, behind which hides
the conservatory, accessible on either
84
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side of the fireplace. “I wanted it to
look like real rock, not stacked stone,”
says Gail of her inspiration for stone on
the fireplace and in the kitchen, which
matches the stone on the exterior of
the home. “I wanted it to look like a
fortress.”
Another vision that Gail had
clearly in her mind, but struggled to
get contractors and the architect to
understand, was her vision for the

conservatory. As she described it, the
contractors working on the house
envisioned something more like a
sunroom. She was adamant about
what she wanted: a room with windows
all around that had light streaming in
from above as well. Finally, one of the
contractors translated her vision into
the plans. “I said, ‘Yes! Thank you! You
took my squiggle-line sketches and
made them into the room!’” says Gail.
Back on the other side of the
fireplace, the room stretches over 50
feet from one end to the other, and
the entire ceiling is recessed under
crosscutting thick beams, creating a
boxed look. The floor in the room is an
eye-defying travertine pattern with
a dark grout, which Gail selected to
offset the stone look of the floor, and
to add depth and dimension.
“We looked at about 4,000 pieces
of tile that day,” says Spencer,
remembering the weekend they went
to Seattle on a tile hunt. “It was 4:30
Friday afternoon, and the place is
closed on Saturday. We looked over,
and they were cleaning up the broken
granite pieces from a slab that had
been dropped.” There, in what was
to be a loss for the company, was a
treasure for Spencer and Gail. It was
the exact design the both wanted.
“She liked the pattern and what it
looked like,” says Spencer of Gail’s
reaction to seeing the granite. Luck
was on their side, as there turned
out to be several pieces big enough
to meet their needs. It now shines
brilliantly from the surfaces of their
kitchen.
“The kitchen is one of the most
dramatic rooms, I think, with all of
the granite,” says Spencer. Built-in
storage beneath the massive granite
countertop island hides extra leather
covered bar stools, meaning when
guests come over, out they come and
there is instantly seating for more.
With Campbell’s expert repositioning
of the house, there are now impressive
views of the lake and of Coeur d’Alene
Resort from the kitchen sink.
A Wolf six-burner range is in a
stone-encrusted alcove in the kitchen.
“I wanted it to be open,” says Gail
of the space above the gas range.
“Most hoods are 36 inches, which
hit you right in the coconut,” she
says motioning to her forehead. As
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Endless
possibilities
for home
and office.
furnishings & decor

The rich dark wood of the furniture Spencer and
Gail found in England blends with the rich wood used for the beams.
Even alcoves are filled with beautifully restored
furniture from Spencer and Gail’s days in England.

Showroom located in historic steam plant square, by appointment

Best FURNITURE - modern
Waking up in the Turret Bedroom is lovely enough, but the breathtaking
views out the window make it extraordinary.

an alternative to a hood, the alcove
in which the stove is situated has an
arched stone front, within which is an
exhaust fan.
An office area on the left side of the
kitchen sports a flat screen computer
monitor, one of the few signs of
modernity in this home that strives
to resemble a 400-year old castle. A
nearby computer room off of the family
room “was my one consent to modern
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things,” says Gail. Computers, faxes
and shredders are found in this room.
An angled hallway off of the kitchen
leads back to the master suite. The
stone-like floors pass by a doorway with
a thick tapestry blocking it off, like
a true castle. Gail takes some of the
mystique out of it when she admits that
it is there more for practicality than
effect. When her children are not home
visiting, she closes off the top floor,

which it leads to, and the tapestry keeps
the cool air out, as this part of the house
is not heated when it is not occupied.
One place that is heated, and which
stays cozy and warm is the master suite
at the end of the hallway. A custom
made king size bed takes center stage
in the room, while supporting actors
include a gas fireplace with a stone
hearth and an antique monk’s bench.
The real drama comes from the massive
cathedral style window that takes up
most of one wall, bringing the beautiful
pine trees, gleaming water of the lake,
and views of the city, into sight.
On each side of the bed sit oversized,
antique carved corner chairs, which Gail
found in Bury St. Edmunds, northeast
of London. When she found them, they
were painted black, as was custom to
do in England when a king died. She
spent hours with turkey needles and
toothpicks, working to remove the black
paint. “We just laid it in front of the TV
and worked on it while watching TV,”
she says of the laborious task, which
paid off. The beautiful detail of the
wood is now showcased with the rich
dark tones of the seal she applied to
it. They look old, yet new at the same
time, in the best way possible. “They are
interesting pieces, so you might as well
show them,” says Gail of the antique

509.927.1190

www.FourSeasonsSunrooms.com
Wright Brothers Sunrooms LLC
15704 E Sprague Avenue Spokane Valley 99037
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Tuesday - Saturday 10am - 5pm • 1001 West Augusta • Spokane WA 99205 • 509.329.1005 • www.lillianconn.com

Your Christmas Gift Store For Antique lovers

Antiques & Gallery
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Dreams come
in all sizes...
We help you
build yours!
Reflect Your
Own Personal Styles
• Award Winning Designs
• Exquisite Cabinetry
• Complete Renovation Service

The fireplace in the great room divides the space between the kitchen to the left, the family room to the right, and the
conservatory, which is built behind the fireplace and which has views of the lake from three walls of windows.

pieces she and Spencer collected while
in England, and around which they
designed their home.
A mirror on the wall above one of the
chairs came from a wood panel that
was in a church 500 years ago.
Antiques are replaced with modern
delights in the master bathroom.
Cream-colored flooring is found in here,
and it pairs with marble countertops,
a marble topped tub enclosure, and
travertine accent designs. The dark
color of the wood found on most of the
furniture in the house reappears in the
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bathroom in the custom cabinets atop
the counters. Gail originally envisioned
a larger mirror, but Spencer wanted a
telescopic flat screen television on his
side of the bathroom. Fitted into the
back of the cabinets, it slides out of the
cabinets at the touch of a button. The
jetted tub in the corner could be the
perfect place to soak while watching a
movie on this hidden television.
A doorway with a tall step leads into
a walk-in shower that wraps around
the corner and reveals an open space.
There is a large glass-brick window

Design Inspirations by:

Kitchen/Interior
Showcase
Showroom location
8121 E. Sprague
509-928-4878
Contr. Lic.# MOHRC1*055PA

the Gold Award in our
2010 Reader’s Survey in the class of
~ best kitchen design ~
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Quality is in the details

A

t Affordable Custom Cabinets we've
been designing and building custom
cabinetry for over a quarter of a century.
Customizing cabinets to fit your needs
and desires is what we do best. Keep us in
mind for your next home project.

Showroom 12115 E. Mission M-F 10-5 Sat. 10-4 • 892-4374
www.affordablecustomcabs.com
Most days, Spencer and Gail find their way into the
conservatory to sit and enjoy the views.

The woodwork in the living room was designed
around the painting of English hunting dogs, in
the center.

in the shower that simultaneously
provides light and privacy. Don’t
think this shower is luxury only.
Gail designed it with two rainshower
showerheads, but it also has a shower
wand, which is often use to bathe
their dogs, hosing them off after a
romp on the property.
“The combination of knowing what
she wanted and knowing where they
wanted to spend more or less to get
value,” was helpful, says Leonard.
“As houses go, this is a total custom
home for the owners. They were able
to combine 400-year old look with
modern needs. This house is able
to upgrade to whatever the latest
technology is,”
Downstairs, a workout room is
wired to be a home theatre, should
they ever decide to hang up the
treadmill and settle into movie seats.
In the meantime, when they aren’t
working out downstairs, most of the
time on this level is spent in the
wine room. A door on the lower level

opens to reveal a stone-walled room
with the same cream floors and stone
walls found throughout other areas
of the house – although there is more
stone in this one room than in the
other areas. “I didn’t want to pick
a stone for one place and have it
different somewhere else,” says Gail,
“so it is the same stone everywhere,
and the same as the exterior.”
“The guys tend to be down here a
lot,” says Gail of the wine room. “All
the boy toys are down here, so they
park it here.”
Upstairs, at the top of the house,
a bedroom with rich dark antique
furniture and a turret completes
the castle look. “This is where it’s
happy; it looks like it goes here,” says
Gail of the grand collection of dark
English antique furnishings found
throughout the home.
After many moves in military
housing, and then living in Iowa, the
furniture has finally found its dream
castle – and the owners have, too.

Education NW Resources

Tutoring & Testing Services
K-Adult Tutoring
Accredited Learning Center
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SAT Prep
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